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It made sense to throw government money around in 2020
when many distraught businesses and families faced
bankruptcy. Trillions of federal and state monies were
rushed to the front lines of the COVID depression-level col-
lapse.  

The Trump administration moved lightning fast to get big
resources to the drug companies to crack through on vac-
cines. Some critics said they moved too fast; they were
wrong.

The miracle vaccines saved tens of thousands of lives and
the economy as a whole. 

The world was amazed that a public-private collaboration
could work so well. I am still amazed.

The feds under Trump and state government also shoveled
out $1.7 trillion to endangered business and families in their
time of extreme need. Some of the funds missed their marks
or were abused. That was the price of needing to move fast. 

But that level of responsiveness has not been here during
the sharp economic rebound. We have enjoyed a sharp V-
shaped recovery, with unemployment going from around 4%
prepandemic to 14% in mid-2020 and back to below 4% in the
spring of 2021. 

The acceleration on the upside has proved faster than gov-
ernment leaders can adapt to. Unemployment compensation

and aid to states and localities are
examples where the teams of
President Joe Biden and Gover-
nor Tony Evers are reacting too
slowly in the switches.          

Flash backwards to several
decades of previous elections that
revolved around job creation.
That need has largely disap-
peared, at least for now. Employ-
ers are desperate to find workers
for their operations. Many have
had to turn down work for fear of
disappointing customers. Past-
due orders have clogged the econ-
omy. It’s a changed world.

The extraordinarily generous
addition of $600 per week in
unemployment benefits in 2020
during the depths of the COVID
impact could be defended. But the
policy makes absolutely no sense
when the demand for labor is as

high as it’s ever been. The added $300 in jobless pay is coun-
terproductive in the current environment. 

Republican legislatures across the country have passed
bills to not accept the extra $300 per week from the federal
government. Here in Wisconsin Governor Evers has indicat-
ed he will veto a similar Republican bill. 

The state level of unemployment compensation is still $267
per week, which is not enough to live on, but probably
enough to get by. 

Any able-bodied person willing to work can find a good-
paying job. To attract people, employers have raised starting
wages by a couple of bucks an hour, to $14-$16 per hour or
more. The vaunted minimum wage target of $15 per hour is
close to becoming meaningless. 

Before he vetoes such a bill in Wisconsin, Governor Evers
should stick his head out the window and listen to employers
who are unanimous in their willingness to train unskilled
workers as long as they are willing to learn and work. There
is no excuse for sitting at home and living on subsidies. 

Some local employers are paying big signing bonuses, as
high as $4,000. Starting pay is increased to recognize experi-
ence. Even then, a good number of new employees, thinking
there is even greener grass, don’t show up after a couple of
days on the job and go back on the dole. 

High school students have never had it so good. Summer
jobs are paying $13 per hour. 

There are other advantages to a full-time job, including
health care benefits and retirement plans that are profes-
sionally managed through the companies. There are paid
holidays, paid vacations and often help with additional edu-
cation, either on the job or in school. 

In addition, there are also intangible benefits such as the
self-worth that comes with bringing home the bacon, the
socialization that occurs in most companies and the pride of
paying taxes to support our governments instead of relying
on them.

Another example of government not responding to
sharply changing circumstances is the $360 billion that the
federal government is throwing at state and local govern-
ments. Wisconsin will pick up $5.7 billion, of which $3.2 bil-
lion goes to state government and another $2.5 billion goes to
county and local governments.

Mike Konecny, a financial consultant from Green Bay who
writes for the  Badger Institute, said, “This is pure lunacy.”
Most of the leaders of these units of government don’t even
know what they are going to do with the money. 

Konecny quoted Manitowoc County Executive Robert
Ziegelbauer, who said, “Most counties don’t need this wind-
fall. Counties have made tough decisions year-after-year to
act responsibly with public money. This bill threatens to
squander all of that progress by fostering a real sense of
dependence on the federal government.”

These monies have not yet been dispersed. Should they not
be re-examined for necessity in the face of a booming
rebound and the tax revenues that result?

Throwing money at problems is hardly intelligent man-
agement. Government spending like we are seeing today
stimulates bad outcomes for the way our society works. 

Taxpayer money should not be a blank check.

(John Torinus is chairman of the board of Serigraph Inc. in
West Bend and blogs regularly at www.johntorinus.com.)

JOHN
TORINUS

Different tune 
or same old song?

To the editor:
In reaction to the “A different tune

under President Biden” letter (May
13), the writer is critical of Trump’s
fake news; and described the Capitol
protest during which one person, a vet
and Trump supporter, were killed by
Capitol Police as a “deadly destructive
attack.”

Given his reaction to fake news, the
author must be devastated by the
Schiff-Nadler fake news about
Trump’s Russia collusion or BLM’s
deceit re: white cops on black men.

The author thanks President Biden,
leader of the party which historically
fought abolition, opposed school inte-
gration, and today harbors those who
deny existence of God, natural law,
moral order and man’s ability to self-
govern and ignore dignity of the indi-
vidual and the talents with which each
is endowed.

The party tolerates, supports and
encourages: attacks on freedoms of
speech, religion and association; vio-
lent chaotic riots; destruction and
theft of private property, private busi-
ness and family income; spread of
critical race theory, and destruction of
family.

That party is home to flag burners,
criminals, illegals, the elected who
hate America and seek to destroy it as
it was passed on to us by the Founders
and patriots e.g., AOC. 

Any complicity?
Lee Jost

Cedarburg

Correcting Robinson 
on redistricting

To the editor:
As one of the co-authors of the Fair

Maps Bill, I must correct several of
Mr. Owen Robinson’s statements
about the legislative redistricting pro-
cess (“Drawing political lines best left
to Legislature,” May 27) 

Mr. Robinson would like readers to
believe that in the past, the Wisconsin
Legislature “has always simply used
our normal lawmaking process to
complete redistricting.” In 2011, the
last time our maps were drawn, noth-
ing could be further from the truth.
Our current maps were drawn in
secret by lawyers hired by Republican
lawmakers at taxpayer expense. There
was no public input, no testimony
heard, and the process was so secre-
tive that legislators had to sign
nondisclosure agreements to see their
own districts. This is NOT how laws
get made. 

He also wants readers to believe that
The People’s Map Commission (PMC)
is trying to “supplant the people’s
elected representatives with an
unelected commission.” Let’s be clear:
No one in Wisconsin elected the law

firm that created our current maps.
The PMC is creating one of several
maps for the Legislature to consider,
and they are doing so in full public
view. You can see them on YouTube
anytime you like as they hear testimo-
ny from citizens all across the state,
no NDA required. The PMC repre-
sents a vast improvement over how
our current maps were developed. 

Finally, while Mr. Robinson’s alliter-
ation is impressive when he calls the
PMC “an unelected cabal of conceited
commissars,” he neglects to mention
that whatever map the PMC creates
must be approved by both chambers of
the Wisconsin Legislature and signed
by the governor — all of whom are
elected by the people of Wisconsin. 

The goal of the PMC and the Fair
Maps Bill is simple: to enshrine into
state law an open, fair, and transpar-
ent redistricting process no matter
what party is in control. It is all but
certain that our current maps will end
up in court — but with the Fair Maps
Bill, we have a real opportunity to
make the redistricting process better
for Wisconsin’s future. 

State Rep. Deb Andraca 
23rd Assembly District 

Whitefish Bay

Stores need 
better accessibility 
for all patrons

To the editor:
While stores may comply with

Americans with Disability Act accessi-
bility laws, many stores are not fully
accessible to me.

I am ambulatory. I can climb a flight
of stairs, ride escalators, and walk the
distance in the store if I am wearing
my ankle brace. But with all this activ-
ity, I need to sit and take breaks. Most
stores I frequent don’t have places to
sit throughout the store where people
like me need to stop and take breaks. 

A store I was at recently didn’t have
a cart that I could use to lean on, my
savior in any store.

I could not find benches or
wheelchairs near the entrance or
checkouts. 

As we finished, I was in pain from
standing and walking so I sat on the
floor in front of people at the register.
With that much pain, I didn’t care.

I didn’t ask staff for a chair because
I shouldn’t have to. I was tired and irri-
tated. I was sitting on the ground par-
tially to make a statement of “your
store is not accessible for all persons.”

Department stores and grocery
stores need benches throughout the
store where people can sit and rest as
necessary — not just by the register.
Sometimes I can sit in the shoe depart-
ment. It’s awkward if I am forced to sit
on floor model furniture if I’m not
there to check it out.

Stores need to do a better job to be
accessible for all. Accessibility is more

than just ramps, wide spaces, large
print, or auditory cues. Accessibility
doesn’t forget those who are ambulato-
ry but need frequent rest breaks.
Accessibility doesn’t leave the cus-
tomer without a way to gather items
and set things down if they cannot
carry their finds throughout the store.
Accessibility doesn’t require the cus-
tomer to ask for a chair, cart, or
wheelchair. 

Accessibility for all means all those
tools are already out on the floor for
anyone to use. 

Stores can and must do better to
serve their patrons.

Rebecca Reinholz
Mequon

Cartoon offended in
warping King’s message

To the editor:
“Free at last, free at last. Thank God

Almighty, we are free at last,” are
words spoken by the Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. on August 28, 1963,
from the steps of the Lincoln Memori-
al in Washington, D.C. Most of us
know that speech by its refrain, “I have
a dream.”

I have been searching for the right
words since reading the cartoon in the
May 20 edition. In case you missed it,
the words free at last were replaced
with free from masks.

While I am thankful for effective vac-
cines allowing the easing of safety pro-
tocols, I was profoundly saddened at
this cartoon and the News Graphic’s
decision to publish it. Despite what
some suggest, wearing a mask in pub-
lic has not been an affront to our free-
dom. Inconvenienced? Certainly.
Stripped of our civil rights? Absolute-
ly not.

Ironically, the COVID-19 virus
strikes without prejudice. We may
wonder, then, why people of color have
died in greater numbers than white
people. We may wonder why Asian-
American violence has increased dur-
ing this pandemic. Then we remember,
King’s dream is still only a dream.

The use of King’s words to describe
the lifting of mask protocols is offen-
sive and denies the reality of the per-
vasive racism that continues to stain
America. It is a statement by people of
privilege who think “I can’t breathe”
simply means being uncomfortable. It
likens the temporary irritation of my
glasses fogging by my mask to the per-
manent pain of George Floyd’s mother
never holding her child again.

In the future, I hope the News
Graphic chooses its content more
wisely. I encourage readers to read
King’s full speech. And in reading
King’s dream of justice for all people,
may we be moved to act so that this
dream may become our reality.

Rev. Michelle Henrichs
Mequon
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Fast on downside, 
pols slow on upside

Aid needed during pandemic isn’t
as effective during recovery

“No man is a failure who is enjoying life.”
— William Feather
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By Alice Read

Recent statements made by Rep.
Robert Brooks to a reporter of this
paper are not accurate and I feel com-
pelled to bring the facts to light. Rep-
resentative Brooks said people
demanding fair maps are addressing a
problem that does not exist. He said
elections are more about the candi-
dates than how the districts are
designed. He said there is no such
thing as impartial maps. These state-
ments are not correct — and there is a
path forward to drawing nonpartisan
impartial maps. 

In 2011, Wisconsin’s Republican
leadership designed voting maps that
were a “severe impediment” to voters.
So said a United States federal District
Court panel of jurists. The case was
Whitford v. Gill. It and a prior case,
Baldus v. Members of the Wisconsin
Government Accountability Board,
reveal important facts.  

In a 2012 per curiam order, a U.S.
District Court (Baldus) chastised the
Legislature for not having a public
redistricting process in 2011. “Quite
frankly, the Legislature and the
actions of its counsel give every
appearance of flailing wildly in a des-
perate attempt to hide from both the
Court and the public the true nature of
exactly what transpired in the redis-
tricting process.” The Baldus court
even sanctioned the Legislature’s
attorneys and ordered computers
turned over to get to the truth.

The 2016 Whitford opinion was writ-
ten by a Republican appointee to the
bench. The court found that the Legis-
lature hired experts to create map
after map, and analyze those maps,
until the best partisan advantage was
found. Democratic voters were packed
into some districts and cracked open
in others. Republicans in safe districts
gave up some of their voters to other
Republicans, with documents calling
them “GOP donors to the team.” When
the maps were finished, each Republi-
can representative was given a memo-
randum describing his or her new
map. “Importantly, the memoranda
did not provide the individual legisla-
tors with any information about conti-

guity, compactness, or core popula-
tion.” But the GOP Caucus WAS told
the maps “will determine who’s here
10 years from now.” The court con-
cluded that the Legislature “intended
and accomplished an entrenchment of
the Republican Party likely to endure
for the entire decennial period. They
did so when the legitimate redistrict-
ing considerations neither required
nor warranted the implementation of
such a plan.” 

Some say the U.S. Supreme Court
approved of Wisconsin’s maps. Not
true. In Rucho v. Common Cause
(2019), Chief Justice Roberts said
extreme partisan gerrymandering is
“incompatible with democratic prin-
ciples.” But then he said the question
was “beyond the reach of the federal
courts” and Whitford was dismissed
without prejudice. Justice Roberts did
NOT approve of gerrymandered
maps. Instead, he described work now
underway to end gerrymandering
across the United States, even men-
tioning independent commissions
drawing maps.

In fact, according to the Marquette
Lawyer Magazine, one-half of the
states in these United States call for a
commission to help draw legislative
maps. The most famous is Iowa, which
uses a nonpartisan agency. In 14 other
states, bipartisan commissions draw
the lines. Another five states have
backup commissions if lawmakers
cannot agree. Five more states have
advisory commissions.

The vast majority of Wisconsinites
support a nonpartisan redistricting
procedure. The Marquette Lawyer
states that advisory referendums have
been “approved by voters in 28 coun-
ties and 19 municipalities and in reso-
lutions adopted by 54 of the state’s 72
county boards. That idea also was
backed by 72 percent of respondents
in a 2019 Marquette Law School Poll.” 

Representative Brooks says it is his
constitutional duty to make sure new
maps are made. That at least is true.
But he does not draw the maps.
Experts use computers to run the
numbers and draw the maps. The Leg-
islature tells the computers what to

do. They can tell the computers to
ignore voter data. That’s what the Peo-
ple’s Maps Commission is doing. The
Legislature can take up the people’s
maps, or create its own nonpartisan
maps. 

The facts send a clear message. The
Legislature should not repeat past
mistakes. It should not work in secret
and refuse to provide the public with
an opportunity to comment. It should
not ignore municipalities, not chop up
Mequon and Milwaukee’s North
Shore, split Neenah and Menasha,
divide Marshfield in half and carve up
other important communities of
interest, and move lines around to
crack and pack the people it is sup-
posed to serve. It should not put politi-
cal ambitions above the needs of the
people, and should not use taxpayers’
money to deny Wisconsinites the right
to be heard. When these things hap-
pen, not just the voters but the Legis-
lature itself is damaged. 

Today, because of what the Legisla-
ture did in 2011, a dark cloud hangs
over Wisconsin and its Legislature. A
nonpartisan map drawing process
would bring sunlight to Wisconsin
and a return to the courtesy and good
government we were once known for.
We, the people, want a Legislature
where both parties work together for
the betterment of all. We can do better.

(Alice E. Read is an attorney and
Ozaukee County supervisor for District
25. She lives in Mequon.)
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We can and must do better on redistricting
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The extraordinarily
generous addition of

$600 per week 
in unemployment
benefits in 2020

during the depths of
the COVID impact
could be defended.

But the policy makes
absolutely no sense
when the demand
for labor is as high
as it’s ever been.


